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ABSTRACT
Objective: Drug-related problems are most common in Geriatrics. The increasing number of available drugs and drug users as well as more drug
regimens led to many drug related problems which increases the health-care cost, mortality, morbidity, and also decreases the quality of life. The
main objective of this study is to assess the incidence of polypharmacy and drug-related problems among elderly admitted in tertiary care hospital.

Methods: The study was conducted in a tertiary care hospital after obtaining ethical clearance from the Institutional Ethical Committee. The medication
information along with medical data and patient demographics such as name of the patient, age, sex, chief complaints, laboratory data, diagnosis along with
therapeutic data such as name of the prescribed drugs, dose, dosage, frequency, route of administration, duration of treatment, and any new or existing drugrelated problems were noted in a case collection form by bed-side counseling, case sheets, laboratory reports and were documented. The drug-related problems
(DRPs) were categorized using Pharmaceutical Care Network Europe classification v 9.0 classification. Statistical analysis was done using Chi-square test.
Results: of 151 Participants considered for the study 97 (64.24%) were males and 54 (35.76%) were females. The incidence rate of DRPs was found
to be 86.09% and 1.45 DRPs per patient. In a total number of sample population, patients with DRPs were 120 and without DRPs were 21.

Conclusion: DRPs mostly observed in geriatric population as they receive multiple medications for multiple disease conditions and active role of
clinical pharmacist is necessary to identify and resolve them. DRPs identified must be accepted by the physicians and cooperation of patients and
physician is necessary to resolve DRPs. Further studies are required to prove that the polypharmacy plays a major role in developing DRPs.
Keywords: Drug-related problems, Polypharmacy, Geriatrics, Length of stay, Prescription, Patient counseling.
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INTRODUCTION

A drug-related problem (DRP) is an event involving drug therapy that
really or potentially interferes with desired health outcomes. Annually,
it has been estimated that DRPs account for 17 million emergency
department visits, 76.6 billion dollars in hospital costs, and 8.7 million
hospital admissions. The majority of reported DRPs were preventable
and an effective medication review can be utilized for successful
detection of DRPs [1]. Factors responsible for DRPs in patients are age
(>65 years), comorbidities, polypharmacy, lack of proper laboratory and
therapeutic drug monitoring, medication non-adherence, medication
errors, and patient-related factors. Patient counseling can be an
effective intervention to reduce the incidence of DRPs [2]. Potentially
inappropriate medication (PIM) prescribing may cause preventable
adverse drug events, with serious consequences for patients [3]. The
drug-related problems such as adverse drug reactions (ADRs), drugdrug interactions, and drug disease interactions are predisposed
in older adults due to alteration of age-related pharmacokinetics
and pharmacodynamics [4]. Adverse events, drug interactions,
inappropriate dose, and indication may be due to medication error
and cause significant mortality and morbidity [5]. Medication errors
may be committed by both inexperienced and experienced persons
such as doctors, dentists, patients, manufacturers, pharmacists, and
other health-care providers [6]. Non-adherence is complex process and
it should be understood through qualitative research prospective [7].
The rapport with older patients, ease of communication, and patientcentered pharmaceutical care can improve the adherence toward the
medication [8]. An adverse reaction to a drug is an unwanted and
undesirable effect of a medication that occurs during usual clinical
use [9]. The prevalence of ADRs in West Bengal reported that among
529 prescriptions analyzed, there were 287 suspected ADRs observed

in the study [10]. A drug interaction is a change in the action of
the drug occurred by concomitant administration of drug with a
food, beverage, supplement, or other drug [11]. The assessment of
prevalence and patients at risk for clinically important DDIs at visit will
be useful in minimizing medication-related problems and improving
pharmaceutical care [12].

In a review, 20 different types of classification have been identified and
modified. Among those classifications, the most common and widely
used is Pharmaceutical Care Network Europe classification (PCNE).
Documentation of DRPs by pharmacists must be done to minimize the
incidence of DRPs [13]. The DRP is always a better option to be prevented
than to make it worse and life-threatening. Half of the percentile of
patients does not adhere to medication which leads to significant
DRPs. Dispensing problems are also noticed but neglected. Other
causes for DRPs include misinterpreting the physicians’ handwriting,
lack of drug use review, dose, and dosage errors [14]. Polypharmacy is
one of the reasons for the occurrence of DRPs. Polypharmacy is most
prevalent in the elderly and the consequences associated are increased
healthcare costs, adverse drug events, drug interactions, medication
non-adherence, functional status, cognitive impairment, urinary
incontinence, and nutrition. All these consequences are listed under
DRPs [15]. In the elderly, medications are frequently used to improve
their quality of life but they fail to adhere to the prescribed medications
leading to various drug related problems [16].
The present research study targets the incidence of DRPs, polypharmacy,
and the relationship between DRPs and polypharmacy. As geriatrics is
a highly affected population, the study is conducted among geriatrics
(more than 60 years of age) using PCNE classification.
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METHODS
Study procedure
The study was conducted in the tertiary care hospital after obtaining
ethical clearance from the Institutional Ethical Committee. The patients
who are not willing to participate in the study were excluded. Followup was done for 6 months and the collected data were analyzed using
statistical analysis.
Source of data

The patient details were collected and entered in designed data entry
form.
Design of data collection form and DRPs questionnaire

The data collection form designed by the need of subject demographic
details and the data were analyzed for DRPs such as ADRs, PIMs, drug
duplications and medication errors. PIMs were identified using BEER’s
criteria. Medication errors and drug duplications were assessed by
direct observation and analysis of prescriptions. The total number of
DRPs was assessed using PCNE version 9.0.
Study design
Study site
The study was conducted at Government General Hospital (GGH),
Vijayawada.
Study duration

The study was carried out for a period of 6 months.
Study design

This was a prospective and descriptive study.
Study criteria

The study was carried out by considering the following criteria

Inclusion criteria
The following criteria were included in the study:
• Patients age >60 years, both male and female.
• Patients who are taking more than five drugs and minimum 3 days
of hospital admission.
• Patients who were suffering from chronic diseases were included.
• Patients admitted in general medicine department.
Exclusion criteria
The following criteria were excluded from the study:
• Patients <60 years of age.
• Patients with malignancy.
• Incomplete patient case sheet.
• Emergency and intensive care unit patients.
• Death of patients before being discharged.

Ethical approval
This study was approved by the Institutional Ethical Committee of GGH,
Vijayawada. Ethical approval number - IEC/2019/096D/SMC

Study procedure
The study was conducted in a tertiary care hospital after obtaining ethical
clearance from the Institutional Ethical Committee. The medication
information along with medical data and patient demographic such
as name of the patient, age, sex, chief complaints, laboratory data,
diagnosis along with therapeutic data such as name of the prescribed
drugs, its dose, dosage, frequency, route of administration, duration of
treatment, and any new or existing drug related problems were also
noted in a case collection form by bed-side counseling, case sheets, and
laboratory reports and were documented. The DRPs were categorized
using PCNE classification.
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Data analysis
All the collected data were analyzed to assess the DRPs occurred in
the tertiary care hospital. All patients were monitored from the day of
admission to the day of discharge. The patient data were collected and
documented in the prepared IP data collection forms. The DRPs were
assessed using PCNE Version 9 classification. The ADRs were analyzed
according to PCNE classification.
Statistical analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using Chi-square test.

The p-value is 0.07244 (p<0.05) – For the analysis of length of days with
or without DRPs
The p-value is 0.000042 (p<0.05) – For the analysis of polypharmacy
with or without DRPs.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A prospective and observational study included the assessment of
drug-related problems using PCNE classification. A total of 189 patients
were included in the study in which at least 130 patients have one DRP.
A total of 416 DRPs were identified in which on an average, there were
2.2 DRPs per patient. The results led to a conclusion that pharmacist led
interventions in resolution of DRPs are needed for developing countries
like India [2].
This study was carried out in GGH, Vijayawada. The study was approved
by the Institutional Ethical Committee, GGH, Vijayawada. A total of
151 geriatric patients were involved in the study and classified as
patients with and without DRPs. The data were collected for a period of
6 months. DRPs were classified using PCNE Version 9 classification and
analyzed using Chi-square test. The incidence of DRPs was 1.45 DRPs
per patient and the incidence rate was 86.09% in the study population.
Age-wise distribution of study population
Age-wise distribution of study population and percentage of males
and females among the study population is represented in Table 1 and
Fig. 1. It states that according to age-wise categorization, the majority of
patients were found between the age group 60–70, followed by 71–90.
Mean age of patients was found to be 70.26±7.89 years.
Gender-wise distribution of study population
Gender-wise distribution of males and females with and without DRPs
is represented in Table 2 and Fig. 2. It states that during the study period,
a sample of 151 geriatric patients was observed among which the male
population was 97 (74.62%) and female was 54 (41.54%). Of them,
Table 1: Age‑wise distribution of the study population

Age (years)

Males

Females

60–69
70–79
80–89
Total
Percentage

47
40
10
97
64.24

32
17
5
54
35.76

Fig. 1: Percentage of males and females in study population
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130 (86.09%) patients were identified with DRPs and 21 (13.91%)
patients were without DRPs. A total of 219 DRPs were identified in
151 patients and out of them, 146 (66.67%) in male and 73 (33.33%)
in female were observed.
Duration of stay
Duration of stay of patients is represented in Table 3 and Fig. 3. It
states that among total sample size of 151 patients, the duration of
stay of patients was mostly found between 6 and 10 days followed by
<5 and 11–15 days. Mean length of stay of patients was found to be
7.66±0.12 days.

Duration of stay with and without DRPs
Duration of stay in sample population with and without DRPs is
represented in Table 4 and Fig. 4. It states that the duration of stay
in sample population was differentiated into <5 days, 6–10 days and
above up to 20 days. It was categorized as with and without DRPs and
it was found that patients with DRPs were seen mostly in 6–10 days
of duration followed by <5 and 11–20 days. Table 3 represents that
the statistical analysis was performed using Chi-square test. The test
was applied to compare length of stay with DRPs. The test was done
to analyze if there was any association between the length of stay and
DRPs. The null hypothesis was considered as there was no significant
association between length of stay and DRPs. The Chi-square calculated
value for comparison of length of stay and DRPs was 5.25 at 5% level
of significance and 1 degrees of freedom. The table value was 3.841.
Calculated value was more than the test value, hence we reject null
hypothesis which reveals that there was significant association between
the length of stay and patients with DRPs.
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Table 2: Gender‑wise distribution of sample with and
without DRPs

Age (years) Male

Female

With DRP Without DRP With DRP Without DRP
60–69
70–79
80–89
Total

79
53
14
146

DRP: Drug‑related problems

1
7
2
10

43
22
8
73

5
4
2
11

Table 3: Duration of stay in males and females

Duration of stay

Male

Female

Total

Percentage

<5
6–10
11–15
16–20
Total

14
66
16
1
97

20
29
4
1
54

34
95
20
2
151

22.52
62.91
13.25
1.32
100

Polypharmacy
Age-wise distribution of polypharmacy in sample population is
represented in Table 5 and Fig. 5 which states that 6–10 drugs were
mostly prescribed followed by 11–15 drugs in the age group 60–69.
Mean number of medications received per prescription was 10.61±0.1.
Polypharmacy with and without DRPs
Polypharmacy with and without DRPs is represented in Table 6
and Fig. 6. It states that patients with DRPs were mostly seen with
prescription of 6–10 drugs followed by 11–15 and 16–20 drugs. Table 5
represents that the statistical analysis was performed using Chisquare test. The test was applied to compare polypharmacy with DRPs.
The test was done to analyze if there was any association between
polypharmacy and DRPs. The null hypothesis was considered as there
was no significant association between polypharmacy and DRPs. The
Chi-square calculated value for comparison of polypharmacy and
DRPs was 20.174 at 5% level of significance and 1 degrees of freedom.
The table value was 3.841 and calculated value was more than test
value. Hence, we reject null hypothesis which reveals that there was
significant association between polypharmacy and patients with DRPs.

Fig. 2: Gender-wise distribution of males and females with and
without drug-related problems

DRPs classified based on PCNE Version 9 classification
More than 60% of the world population constitutes the elderly
people [3]. A questionnaire can be used to analyze the medication
related problems which is developed on the basis of clinical medication
review known as PCNE [17].

Classification of DRPs according to PCNE V9.0 is represented in Table 6
states that PCNE classification is divided into five classes where
problems, causes, interventions, acceptance, and status of DRPs can
be identified. The problems contain three main categories regarding
treatment effectiveness, treatment safety, and others. The relevant
causes were identified and interventions were done according to the
problems identified. The problem mostly identified was P1-treatment
effectiveness (49.31%) in which P1.3 (unclear problem or complaint)
was mostly seen (20.09%) followed by P1.2 effect of drug treatment
not optimal (15.53%) and P1.1 no effect of drug treatment (13.7%). P2
(adverse event possibly occurring) was found in 33 patients (15.07%).
P3 was found in 78 patients (35.61%). The most observed causes were

Fig. 3: Pie diagram representing gender-wise distribution of
duration of stay in patients
C1 (28.31%) drug selection followed by C7 (15.99%) patient related
and C8 (12.33%) patient transfer related. In C1, C1.6 (6.85%) which
is no or incomplete drug treatment in spite of existing condition was
mostly observed. The interventions were mostly at prescriber level
I1 (39.27%) followed by patient level (34.25%) and drug level (26.48%).
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Table 4: Duration of stay in sample population with and
without DRPs
Length of stay

With DRP

Without DRP

Chi‑square value

≤5
6–10
11–15
16–20
Total
Percentage

26
84
18
2
130
86.09

8
9
2
2
21
13.91

5.25

DRP: Drug‑related problems

Table 5: Age‑wise distribution of polypharmacy in sample
population

Age
(years)

60–69
70–79
80–89
Total

Polypharmacy
6–10

11–15

Fig. 4: Duration of stay in sample population with and without
drug-related problems

16–20

Male

Female

Male

Female

Male

Female

28
16
5
49

23
6
3
32

24
15
3
42

10
8
1
19

3
2
1
6

1
1
1
3

Table 6: Polypharmacy in sample population with and
without DRPs
No. of drugs

With DRP

Without DRP

Chi‑square value

6–10
11–15
16–20
Total
Percentage

69
56
5
130
86.09%

12
4
5
21
13.91%

20.174

DRP: Drug‑related problems

Fig. 5: Age-wise distribution of polypharmacy in sample
population

Table 7: Classification of DRPs according to PCNE Version 9.0
classification

Classification

Code

DRPs (percentage)

Problems

P1 (Treatment effectiveness)
P2 (Treatment safety)
P3 (Other)
C1(Drug selection)
C2(Drug form)
C3(Dose selection)
C4(Treatment duration)
C5(Dispensing)
C6(Drug use process)
C7(Patient related)
C8(Patient transfer related)
C9(Other)
I0(No intervention)
I1(At prescriber level)
I2(At patient level)
I3(At drug level)
I4(Other)
A1(Intervention accepted)
A2(Intervention not accepted)
A3(Other)
O0(Problem status unknown)
O1(Problem solved)
O2(Problem partially solved)
O3(Problem not solved)

108 (49.31)
33 (15.07)
78 (35.61)
62 (28.31)
0 (0.00)
18 (8.22)
23 (10.5)
16 (7.31)
24 (10.96)
45 (15.99)
27 (12.33)
14 (6.39)
0 (0.00)
86 (39.27)
75 (34.25)
58 (26.48)
0 (0.00)
93 (42.47)
71 (32.42)
55 (25.11)
54 (24.66)
16 (7.31)
53 (24.20)
96 (43.85)

Causes

Planned
intervention
Acceptance of
intervention
Status of DRP

DRP: Drug related problems

In the acceptance of interventions, A1 (42.47%) was mostly observed
which is acceptance of intervention followed by A2 (no acceptance of
intervention (32.42%)) and A3 (other (25.11%)). The status of DRP

Fig. 6: Pie diagram representing polypharmacy with and without
drug-related problems
was mostly not solved O3 96 (43.85%) followed by O0 54 (24.66%),
O2 53 (24.20%), and O1 16 (7.31%).
Pharmaceutical care is mainly aimed at identifying and resolving DRPs
associated with prescription orders. Most of the research has been
conducted in western countries and clinical pharmacy service in the
field of patient care is still in the developing stage in China, India, and
other Asian countries (Zhu et al., 2019).

The therapeutic regimen aims to achieve better therapeutic outcomes
with minimal DRPs. Untreated DRPs may result in drug-related
morbidity and mortality that reflects in therapeutic malfunction. Most
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of these problems are preventable and can be treated with optimum
and genuine use of therapeutic agents [18].

In the present study, the DRPs were identified using PCNE Version 9.0
classification. According to the analysis, the incidence rate of DRPs
was found to be more in the study population. The statistical analysis
explains that there is significant association between polypharmacy and
DRPs as well as length of stay with DRPs. The treatment effectiveness
was most common identified problem and no or incomplete treatment
in spite of existing condition was most common identified causes.
The interventions were accepted and implemented but remained at
prescriber level followed by patient and drug level. Hence, the status of
DRPs was mostly unresolved. The lack of cooperation of prescriber and
patient is the main cause for the unresolved DRPs.
CONCLUSION

The incidence rate of DRPs was found to be 86.09% and 1.45 DRPs
per patient. In a total number of 151 sample population, patients with
DRPs were 120 whereas without DRPs were 21. According to agewise distribution of study population, the age group of 60–69 years
(52.31%) was hospitalized followed by 70–79 years (37.74%). Among
the study population, males were more affected with DRPs among age
group of 60–69 years (52.31%). Based on the percentage of length of
stay of patients, the most common duration of stay for patients was
6–10 days (62.91%) followed by <5 days (22.52%). The age group of
60–69 years was highly suffered with polypharmacy when compared
to 70–79 and 80–89 years of patients. The incidence was more among
males than females and the sample size also differed between males and
females. The Chi-square distribution showed that there was significant
association between polypharmacy and DRPs and length of stay and
DRPs. The most common occurred problem for DRPs was treatment
effectiveness (49.31%) and then followed by unclear problem or
complaint (20.09%).
DRPs are mostly observed in geriatric population as they receive
multiple medications for multiple disease conditions. The active role
of clinical pharmacist is necessary in identifying and resolving the
DRPs [19]. The DRPs identified must be accepted by the physicians and
cooperation of patients and physician is necessary for resolving DRPs.
Further studies are required to prove that the polypharmacy plays a
major role in developing DRPs.
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